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2019 Women's Trials
David Anderson

There has been some discussion over the
selection method and finals format for the 2019
Women's Team Trials.
The top eight qualifiers will go straight into the
Final, to be held on 12—14 April. To be
immediately eligible for the Final a player must
have some PQPs, unless a special exemption
has been granted (If there is a tie for 8th placing
then all such pairs will go into the Final).
There will be a qualifying Butler Pairs event on
Sunday 17th March for the remaining four
places. This will preferably be a round robin
event, possibly with two fields.
Women’s (and Senior’s) PQPs have been
introduced for the 8th to 10th placings in each of
the three Thursday evening teams events.
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PQPs will only be issued to the top 10
placegetters in the Open Trials consolation.
The Final will be a six table round robin Butler,
with 14 board matches. Three matches will be
played on Friday evening, with a 5:30 start, four
on Saturday and four on Sunday.
The draft 2019 SABF program can be viewed on
the SABF website, under “Coming Events”.

Tournament Committee News
David Anderson

Substitutions in State events
Where a pair or a team has a substitute in a
State Championship event, they need to advise
either the Tournament Director or the Convenor
at least 15 minutes before the starting time.
Such advice can be given verbally, by email, or
else via the SABF Results web page. Failure to
notify within the time period may result in a
deduction from the entrant pair’s VP total.
The early advice is required so that the
appropriate score adjustments can be given due
consideration. Players seeking substitutes
should look for someone of similar ability to the
replaced player, rather than the best available.

Eligibility for Placing in Butler Pairs Events
Until recently a pair was ineligible if they had
substitutes for more than two matches of a
Thursday event.
This has now been modified so that an entrant
pair can have up to four player replacements.
So, if an entrant pair has a single player
substitution this counts as one; if instead there
are two substutes then this counts as two.
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Tournament Convenor—
Australian National Championships
2020

Expressions of interest should be forwarded to
reach the SABF Secretary by Friday 10 August
2018.

The SABF will be hosting the Australian National
Championships and associated Butler Pairs
Championships in Adelaide from Saturday
11 July to Thursday 23 July 2020, and would like
to appoint a Tournament Convenor for this
event. The Convenor will be responsible to an
SABF sub-Committee for the staging of this
event.

Glenelg Contract Bridge Club

Responsibilities will be exercised in consultation
with the sub-Committee and include (but are not
limited to) the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creation and observance of a budget
Negotiation and liaison with the venue
Liaison with the Chief Tournament
Director, the ABF and the SABF
Obtaining sponsorship
Dealing and security of boards and
hand records
Publicity and promotion
Entry management
Creation and production of scorebooks
Recruitment of all personnel
Liaison with players
Set up & pull-down of equipment at
event
Welcome and victory functions
Production of interim and final reports

Remuneration
in
line
with
the
ABF
Remuneration Policy will be payable. Further
enquiries may be made to Adel Abdelhamid
(0402 433 674), Jinny Fuss (0474 074 005) or
David Anderson (0403 278 754).
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Graeme Hammond

The Glenelg Contract Bridge Club is a friendly
community-based club, and has been operating
in the Glenelg area continuously for over 40
years.
Members span the whole spectrum of
experience and skills from Grand Masters to
Beginners. Lessons are provided for beginning
students, and supervised sessions are also
available for new and intermediate players.
The Glenelg Contract Bridge Club is a very
hospitable club and offers an ideal opportunity to
enjoy bridge in a pleasant social environment.
You can come with a partner or on your own—
the club has a policy that everyone who comes
will be able to play.
Our clubrooms are situated in the Sea Rescue
Squadron Hall off Barcoo Rd, West Beach.
There is ample parking for our members in the
spacious car park.

Our Fees
Home Membership:
Non-Home Members:
Members' Table Fees:
Visitors (outside the Metro area):
Visitors (within the Metro Area):

$40/year
$25/year
$7/session
$7/session
$9/ session

Our website has further details amd information
about upcoming events including our popular
annual congress on Saturday, 1 September:
http://www.sabridgefederation.com.au/glenelg/
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St Vincents Congress
Elsa Pitman

community is friendly and welcoming and there
is much to attract tourists.

St Vincent Contract Bridge Club held its annual
Congress on Sunday 17 June. It was originally
intended to be for players under Grandmaster
ranking, to encourage us lesser mortals to
attend, but was opened to all because of low
numbers.
It was chilly at first but the tea and coffee kept us
warm, as did the lovely hot lunch created by
Caroline Cooper.
David Anderson did his
normal great job of directing. Thanks to those
who donated items for the raffle prizes, or
helped with the arrangements, and thanks to all
those who came and played.

There are 36 members in the club and play is
held every Monday afternoon in the RSL rooms.
Two members have recently given lessons, one
for beginners and the other for more
experienced players to hone their skills. Players
go “over the border” to Casterton for play and
some travel to Naracoorte for bridge on
Thursdays. New players and visitors to Mount
Gambier are always welcome and it’s fun to play
this universal game with others.
You’re
encouraged to visit us here and you can be
assured of a warm welcome and a good game of
bridge!

Sponsors Wanted for ANOT 2019
Dulcie & Alf Easley

The outright winners on the day were Alf and
Dulcie Easley, and the best pair under 100
masterpoints were Trudy Stipdonk and Elsa
Pitman. Congratulations to them, and we hope
to see you next year.

Blue Lake Contract Bridge Club
Mardi Howell

The Blue Lake Contract Bridge Club was formed
in July 2005, incorporated and affiliated later in
the year and is one of two bridge clubs in Mount
Gambier. The name of the club comes from our
region’s volcanic lake, which turns blue from
November to February each year.
The
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SA Bridge Federation is looking for sponsors for
the Autumn Nationals in 2019 and beyond.
Preferred forms of sponsorship are cash,
vouchers or in-kind. This is because many of
the entrants are not from Adelaide and would
have difficulty transporting bulky prizes.
In return, your logo and information may be
featured
in
pre-event
advertising,
the
programme and the daily newsletter, and on
scorebooks and at the venue. There is also the
opportunity for you to have a display or stall in
the breakout area.
If you, or someone you know, may be interested,
please contact Jinny Fuss on 04 740 740 05 or
via email at ANOT.Organiser @gmail.com.
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Christmas in July
Barbara Travis

C Grade was won by Teresa Dean and Bea
Stallbom from Gawler, who scored very well both
sessions.
There were sessional prizes, overall prizes and
even some ‘lucky seat’ prizes.
Everyone
seemed to have a great time, with the venue
proving very spacious and comfortable.
Next year’s Christmas in Winter will be held on
the solstice, Sunday 23rd June 2019. You will
need to enter, and pay, early!

Bridge at Beaumont held its first Congress—a
Christmas in July function—on Sunday, 1 July at
Mt Osmond Golf Club. There was a full house of
28 tables, spread across three grades. It was
wonderful to see some of the C Grade players
testing themselves in their first Congress,
although they were very tired at the end of two
sessions of bridge!

Keep your eyes open for my next Congress
adventure, Beaumont’s 1st Birthday, on
Saturday, 17 November 2018.

Going Up-River
Kate Yates

The Riverland Bridge Club recently had a
farewell lunch for Sue Britton and Peter Moller
who are moving to Mildura to live, in June.

A two-course Christmas lunch was provided
between sessions, comprising a substantial
serving of roast turkey with a truly delicious
dessert of lemon roulade.
Feeling replete, players were keen to start the
afternoon session, though I suspect some had
over-indulged.
At the end of the day, the most consistent pair in
A Grade—and the winners—were Bill Bradshaw
and Peter Dieperink, with identical scores of
59.49% for their two sessions, making me think I
was seeing double.
On the other hand, in B Grade two pairs finished
mere decimal points apart, with Mick Koziol and
Val Paltridge starting poorly (the 9.30am start?)
and finishing with a massive 66.67% session,
winning from Barbie Brown and Rose Mitchell
who started with a 65.74% but faded in the
second session.
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The Riverland farewell Sue and Peter (seated, 2nd & 3rd from left)

Sue and Peter, keen and experienced duplicate
bridge players, contacted local players
on
moving to Loxton, 12 years ago. The Riverland
Bridge Club was formed and affiliated with the
Australian Bridge Federation.
Members now come from Waikerie, Renmark,
Barmera and Winkie as well as Loxton for the
weekly Thursday competition.
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Having experience attending bridge congresses
in many venues, Sue and Peter encouraged the
Riverland Bridge Club to hold an annual
congress. Six vey successful congresses have
now been held in Loxton with up to 90 players
attending, including top State and National
players.
Peter has given lessons to beginners to increase
member numbers, given regular instruction to
improve the ability of players and served as the
Club Director. The Riverland’s loss is certainly
Mildura’s gain.

Bridge Directors' Seminar
The Australian Bridge Director's Association
runs a Directors' Seminar in September, October
or November every year, held in different venues
around Australia.
The 2018 workshop/seminar will be held in
Canberra on Saturday, 17 November and
Sunday, 18 November; the venue will be the
Canberra Bridge Club at 6 Duff Place, Deakin
ACT, and this year the seminar convenor will be
Sean Mullamphy.
Registrations will commence shortly, as final
touches are made to the programme for the
weekend. Naturally, you will also be able to
register on arrival at the venue on the Saturday.
Travel subsidies will be available to current
financial members who attend the entire two day
seminar. There are several accommodation
options available within short driving distance.
Programmes with registration forms will be
available closer to the date.

Coulda, Woulda, Shoulda
Isla Filmore

Experienced players are invited to move
smoothly to the next article without reading on.
This column is for novices who still have much to
SABF Newsletter

learn about this enticing, alluring, endlessly
beautiful game we love to play. This column is
for those whose post mortems are tinged with
chagrin over the ones that got away. Those
readers are urged to think carefully and commit
themselves to a line of play before turning the
page and discovering the answer!
♠8
♥K7
♦AQ7642
♣AK97
♠A92
♥AJ86
♦J53
♣Q64
Sitting North, I got to 6♦ on this promising
collection. It's fair to say that you can't make a
good score in a bad contract, but what happens
when you get to a good contract and your card
play is insufficient? It's teams, so 13 IMPs out
instead of 12 in is what happened on this
occasion!
There are options everywhere. If the ♦K is
onside, then the contract is cold, as I will be able
to give up the long Club. Clubs might break. The
♥Q might be onside.
I win the Spade lead with the Ace and take the
Diamond finesse. East wins the ♦K and
continues another Spade, which I ruff. I draw
trumps, which are 3-1 with East holding 3. I turn
my attention to the Hearts and Clubs. I try the
Clubs but East shows out on the third round. I
can see no other option but to try the Heart
finesse. West wins the ♥Q and cashes the last
Club - two off.
Seven other pairs played in 6♦, all making 12,
so clearly, I COULDA made this contract.
Perhaps you WOULDA seen the right line.
Commit yourself to a line of play before turning
the page and finding the answer.
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Board 12

♠8
♥K7
♦AQ7642
♣AK97

♠KQ75
♥QT95
♦9
♣JT82

Dealer: W
Vul: N-S

♠JT643
♥432
♦KT8
♣53
♠A92
♥AJ86
♦J53
♣Q64

West showed out on the second Diamond and,
having seen me ruff a Spade in hand, lets go a
Spade on the next round of Diamonds. When I
play the third round of Diamonds, West can
afford to lose their last Spade. Probably those
who made the contract turned their attention to
the Heart suit first, cashing the ♥K, crossing to
the ♥A and ruffing a Heart in hand. This will
succeed iif the ♥Q is three times or less in
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either hand providing I still have ♣Q as an entry.
On this lie, the ♥Q doesn't fall. But now West
has come down to bare ♥Q and JT82 of Clubs.
♠♥♦6
♣AK97
♠♥Q
♦♣JT82

♠T64
♥♦♣53
♠2
♥J
♦♣Q64

I need only lay down my last trump to make my
contract. West must part with either the ♥Q or a
Club, and my contract is made. All it needed was
for one hand to be guarding both the Clubs and
the Hearts to execute this squeeze.
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2018 Regional GNOT Final
David Anderson

The 2018 GNOT Regional Final will be held at
Glenelg on Sunday, 12 August, starting at 10:00
am.
The winning team will win the right to represent
SA in the National Finals at Tweed Heads in late
November.
Entry fee is $100 per team, with a 50% discount
for teams from Glenelg, and free entry for teams
from clubs for more 100 km from the GPO.
Lunch from subway will be provided.
Entries can only come from the respective clubs
and may either be sent directly to me at
revoke1@live.com, or else recorded via the
SABF website.

Playing Bridge for Neuroscience
Kate Yates

The Riverland and Mildura bridge clubs played
competition bridge on the 3 May 2018 to raise
money for the Neuroscience Research
Foundation Australia.

Members of the Riverland and Mildura bridge clubs

This was part of a nationwide competition, with
the same 28 competition boards played during
the week across Australia, as a fund-raiser for
the Neuroscience Foundation. Sixteen pairs
took part in the local competition.
The North-South competition was won by Peter
Moller and Sue Britton of the Riverland club, with
SABF Newsletter

66.33%; Carmel McInnes and Pat Luitjes, also
from the Riverland club, came second with
51.02%, followed by Mary Hann and Jean De
Caux (Riverland) on 50.61% and Wolfgang and
Marg Gerber from Mildura on 49.82%.
East-West was won by Jan Sunstrom and Kate
Yates from the Riverland club with 66.80%; Nola
Andriske and Jan Japp from Mildura came
second with 56.41%, followed by Geoff Warman
and Richard Buchanan of Mildura on 55.96%,
then Beverley Dalzell and Cathy Adams from the
Riverland club on 55.84%.

Playing against Unusual Methods
John Pearson

With the prevalence of Standard American and
2-over-1 (5 card Majors, strong NT) methods
nowadays, many club duplicate players may go
a long way without encountering bidding
methods they aren't already fairly familiar with. It
wasn't always so—when I first started playing
competitive bridge, club players in SA were fairly
evenly divided between Standard and Acol, with
many pairs playing “Big Club” systems like
Precision; on a Thursday night you might also
encounter Forcing Pass and Symmetric Relay
systems, now virtually unknown.
The ABF System Regulations divide bidding
systems into four classes: Green (essentially
natural systems, like Standard or Acol), Blue
(systems that use a strong 1♣ or 1♦ opening,
often with the other minor potentially being short,
but otherwise essentially natural), and Red and
Yellow (for even more artificial systems).
You're unlikely to encounter Yellow systems in
normal club duplicates—playing effectively
against them may require you to entirely change
your methods, an unreasonable burden.
Yellow systems use one of a number of unusual
methods: a "strong" pass (i.e., values you might
associate with a 1-level opening or better),
July 2018
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unusually weak 1 level openings (0-7HCP), or
1♥ or 1♠ openings that don't guarantee length
in a particular suit (e.g., if 1♥ showed either 5+
or fewer than 3 Hearts, or if it promised length in
either Hearts or Clubs). Generally—even in
events where they are permitted—playing a
Yellow system requires the director's permission,
and the time and opportunity for opponents to
carefully prepare a detailed defence.

playing Unusual Minor and I open 1♦, my
partner will tell you I'm showing "11+HCP, either
6+♠ in a single-suited hand or exactly 4♠ in a
hand that couldn't open 1NT"—that's our
agreement, and you're entitled to know it. But
for right now, you should just focus on "11+HCP,
Spades". If you have a hand that would want to
overcall 2♦ if I'd opened a Standard 1♠, that's
probably still the right thing to do.

Blue and Red systems, on the other hand, have
similar goals and (at least, broadly) similar
methods to the natural systems you're used to: a
sub-par hand with no pre-emptive value won't
get opened; a hand strong enough to demand a
response will get a special opening (e.g., 1♣ or
2♣); balanced hands in a particular point range
will likely have their own dedicated opening (e.g.,
1NT); other good hands with length in a Major
will make an opening that shows it, hoping to
find a fit with partner; and so on. What bids are
used for each purpose, and how to decide
between possible alternative treatments for a
hand, represent partnership policy that amounts
to an outline of the system.

If their opening may be of no more than usual
opening strength, you can still use Double to
show opening values and support for the suits
they haven't shown, 1NT for a strong balanced
hands with a stopper in their suit, and so on.

Playing against a Red or Blue system, the same
basic principles you've always used still apply.
Firstly and most obviously, if the hand isn't
opened before you get to bid, then you should
just use your normal methods: they're what your
partner understands, and you've presumably put
some time and effort into choosing methods that
work for you. Avoid the temptation to open light,
or to make a psychic bid or unusual pre-empt,
just because the opponents are using an exotic
system - your side is at least as likely to be
disadvantaged as your opponents.
If they do open the bidding, find out what they've
shown and use your judgement to decide if you
want to enter the auction. Their partner is
required to give a full and accurate account of
the meaning of their opening, but don't get too
bogged down in the minutiae: for instance, if I'm
SABF Newsletter

Most Blue systems use a 1♣ opening for almost
all hands over 15HCP or so, and you should
have a plan for how to call over their
1♣ opening. A simple scheme is to Double to
show the Majors, call 1NT to show both minors,
or just to call a long suit. That works fine,
although it tends to asume that the hand really
belongs to the opposition - true, as often as not.
If there are methods you already use over 1NT
(like Cappelletti), consider also using them over
a strong 1♣—just one level lower (and using
Double to replace the "2♣" bid you'd make over
1NT): if they had a strong balanced hand that's
what they'd open, and the fact is that the
stronger an unknown hand is, the more likely it is
to be at least semi-balanced. Calling at the
1 level, before they've had the opportunity to
clarify just what kind of strong hand they have, is
fairly safe and partner can form an opinion as to
whether they want to come in—and, in defence,
figure out the lie of the land.
An unusual system may give them an advantage
on some hands, but take my word for it - most of
the time, it's a wash and some hands just won't
suit their system. Pay attention and use your
judgement, and make them prove their worth and enjoy it when they can't.
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SABF Results
SWISS BUTLER PAIRS
1. Mike Doecke & David Parrott
2. Marc Deaton & George Evans
3. Lori Smith & Barbara Travis

ROTARY PAIRS - A GRADE, NS

1. Howard Melbourne & Barbara Travis
2. Felicity Smyth & Jeff Travis
3. Corinne Blanchard & Bill Bradshaw

ROTARY PAIRS - A GRADE, EW
1. Ingrid Cooke & Lori Smith
2. Therese Demarco & Susan Emerson
3. Ann Clarke & Rex Whitford

ROTARY PAIRS - B GRADE, NS

1. Alex Bremner & Milton Hart
2. Anne Henesey-Smith & Tricia Lonn
3. Maggie & Nick Truscott

ROTARY PAIRS - B GRADE, EW
1. Peter Teubner & Neil Welch
2. Melinda & Wendy Andrews
3. Yvonne Dennis & Sandy Leach

ROTARY PAIRS - C GRADE, NS

1. Julie Rainsford & Tom Rimmington
2. Mike Greening & Patricia Mesmer
3. Liz Milner & Christine Roberts

ROTARY PAIRS - C GRADE, EW
1. Lindsay Byron & Peter De Krey
2. Alice Handley & Monika Vnuk
3. Phillip & Susan Fitch

ST VINENTS SWISS PAIRS
1. Alf & Dulcie Easley
2. Peter Teubner & Neil Welch
3. Adil Alkhoury & John Hart
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CHRISTMAS IN JULY - BRIDGE WITH
BARBARA "A"
1. Bill Bradshaw & Peter Dieperink
2. Therese Demarco & Susan Emerson
3. Adel Abdelhamid & Merilyn Paris

CHRISTMAS IN JULY - BRIDGE WITH
BARBARA "B"
1. Michal Kozol & Valerie Paltridge
2. Barbie Brown & Rose Mitchell
3. Carolyn Mroczek & Chris Mroczek

CHRISTMAS IN JULY - BRIDGE WITH
BARBARA "C"
1. Teresa Dean and Bea Stallbom
2. Herb Neumeister and Marg Neumeister
3. Marilyn Chambers and Diane Lacy

BAROSSA CONGRESS - PAIRS "A"
1. Joanne Bakas & Tassi Georgiadis
2. Andrew Hill & David Shilling
3. Trevor Darling & Rita Jones

BAROSSA CONGRESS - PAIRS "B"
1. Jeff Fallon & Angela Norris
2. Helen Kite & Merilyn Paris
3. Brian & Carolyn Leach

BAROSSA CONGRESS - PAIRS "C"
1. Max Jahn & Ann Matthews
2. Margaret Atkinson & Lee Excell
3. Evan Allanson & Barbara Keil

BAROSSA CONGRESS - TEAMS
1. Mike Doecke, Jarrad Dunbar, Justin
Williams, John Zollo
2. Therese Demarco, Mark Fairlamb, Tim
O'Loughlin, Lori Smith
3. Alex Bremner, Milton Hart, Peter Teubner,
Neil Welch
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Coming Events
Upcoming SABF Events July 2018 – September 2018

The full Calendar of Events for 2018 is available online at
http://sabridgefederation.com.au/docs/Calendar_of_Events/SABF_Calendar_2018.pdf
State Teams Phase I

SABA

7:30pm 21/6, 28/6, 5/7, 12/7, 19/7

Open Trials Qualifying

SABA

7:30pm 26/7, 16/8, 23/8, 30/8, 6/9

Regional GNOT Final

Glenelg

9:30am 12/8

Under-Grand GNOT Final

SABA

9:30am 26/8

State Singles Championship

SABA

7:30pm 3/9, 10/9, 17/9, 24/9

State Teams Phase II

SABA

7:30pm 13/9, 20/9, 27/9, 4/10, 11/10

State Mixed Pairs Championship

SABA

9:30am 23/9

SABF Newsletter
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SABF Matters
2018 Management Committee
President

Adel Abdelhamid <aabdelha@icloud.com>

Secretary

Angela Norris <southaustbridgefed@gmail.com>

Treasurer

Paul Walker <pvwalker@gmail.com>

Youth Coordinator

Justin Williams <nitsuj68@hotmail.com>

Member

John Zollo <gzollo@bigpond.net.au>

Club Delegates:
ABC

Phil Gue

Alexandrina

John Elliott

Barossa

Jill or Evan Allanson

Beaumont

Barbara Travis

Bridge in the City

Sue Phillips

Gawler

Paul Walker

Glenelg

Jeanette Lunnie

Reynella

David Anderson

SABA

David Parrott & John Smith

St Vincents

Jinny Fuss

Functionaries:
Masterpoint
Secretary

David Anderson <revoke1@live.com>

Webmaster

David Anderson <revoke1@live.com>

Tournament Committee
• David Anderson
• David Parrott
• Carole Foreman
• Bob Clarke
• Arthur Porter
• Felicity Smyth
• Sheila Bird
Contact members of this
committee about issues
relating to the timing, format,
and organising of SABF
events.
Education & Training
Committee
• David Parrott
• Jill Allanson
• John Elliott
The SABF Newsletter is
produced for the SA Bridge
Federation by John and Terry
Pearson. Submissions are
always welcome by email to
sabf- news@huiac.com

Want the SABF Newsletter delivered directly to your inbox?
Mail sabfnews.list-subscribe@huiac.com and
reply to the confirmation message to be added to our distribution list.
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